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The Inscrutable Question: Time Is Capital that Must Be Redeemed & Invested to Gain Eternal Dividends; Intro: The Nike Awards

™xagor£zw / exagorazo / -	To purchase out from a marketplace or to buy one’s freedom out from a slave market.
present:		Retroactive progressive; indicates that which has begun in the past and continues into the present.  This is an action in a state of persistence and denotes present linear action. It is also called the present of duration.
middle:		Dynamic; the believer acts for himself with reference to himself on something belonging to himself.  God has given us something more valuable than gold and that is time.
			We are allotted x amount of time between the day of our salvation and our physical death in order to fulfill the plan of God for our lives.  The emphasis of the dynamic middle voice is on the subject.  We produce the action of the verb.  What belongs to the subject is a certain allotted amount of time graciously given to us by God as a part of our logistical grace support.
participle:	Imperatival; used independently like a finite verb to express the imperative mood.  This usage is not found in Classical Greek and is relatively rare in the Koine.
			From this we arrive at the following corrected translation: “Constantly purchasing,” or “keep on buying.”
			What we are purchasing or buying is stated next in the accusative direct object from the noun:

kairÒj / kairos / -	An exact period of time that offers opportunity for action; an opportune time suggestive of the idea of advantage; a favorable period of time.
	There is another word for time in the Greek language and that is:

cronÒj / chronos / -	Used for a specific section of time with emphasis on chronology and duration.
	Chronology and duration is not the issue but rather the availability of a period of time that offers an advantageous opportunity to the one who uses it.

This crucial and decisive period of time that offers the believer the opportunity for favorable action occurs between the moment of his salvation and the day he dies.
This is a period of time that contains x number of minutes, hours, and days that can be purchased for the purpose of spiritual growth.
The believer who purchases and utilizes a maximum amount of this time will ultimately fulfill the plan of God in his lifetime.
Access to this period of time is accomplished by rebound: confession alone to God alone.  Redemption of this time continues as long as the filling of the Holy Spirit is maintained.  Advantage is gained if during this time spiritual growth occurs.
Escrow blessings are conveyed based on the believer’s advance to spiritual maturity in time, therefore, the redemption of time is the key to rewards and blessings in both time and eternity.
Ephesians 5:16a -	Constantly purchasing time …

	In order for the believer to purchase or buy time it must be available to him.  As a part of his logistical grace provision, time is imputed to every believer and maintained throughout his lifetime.

It is to be used for the advance so that when physical death occurs, the believer has made the required preparations to excel in service to God in the eternal state.
Therefore, time should be looked upon by the believer as capital to be invested.  Those who consistently redeem their capital have the opportunity to invest it in their eternal future by means of the double-column advance.
Those believers who do not redeem their capital are unable to invest it in their eternal future.  They waste their time by spending it on deeds of darkness.
There is just so much capital available.  Redeemed capital can be invested for great gain.  Unredeemed capital is lost and cannot be regained.  It is time spent unwisely and has no impact on the eternal future.
Dividends on redeemed time are paid in time and in eternity.  Dividends in time include the benefits, blessings, and rewards that accrue to the winner believer who becomes an invisible hero.
Dividends in eternity include the conveyance of 13 escrow blessings as part of seven Nike Awards distributed at the Judgment Seat of Christ.
This can only be achieved by the consistent inculcation of truth in the left column and the development of reciprocal love motivation in the right column.
Escrow blessings and rewards that are conveyed to the winner believer in eternity are revealed by the Apostle John in Revelation 2 and 3.
We have classified these as the Nike Awards because of a certain phrase used repeatedly by John in this passage:
tù nikînti / toi nikonti / - 	KJV: “To him that overcometh”; NIV & NASV: “To him who overcomes.”
	The word “overcomes” is the present active participle of the verb, nik£w / nikao /: “to conquer; to be victorious.”  Those who conquer and are victorious are winners.  Therefore we translate the phrase, “To him who is a winner.”

The noun form of the word is n…kh / nike /: Victory.  Thus the conveyance of escrow blessings to the winner we characterized as the Nike Awards. 


